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The intention of the exploratory study is to better understand 
the current landscape of how elementary teachers engage 
students in the skills and concepts associated with computing, 
so that future implementation efforts are viable and improve 
teaching and learning in all disciplines.



Illinois State Board of Education

New computer science curriculum and mandates will likely have the 
unintended negative consequence of taking away from the already too little 
time on science and social studies.  

Concerns for Careful CS Implementation

Computer 
science must be 
taught in every 
public school 
classroom.



Students plant a miniature 
lawn in a  cup of s oil—rye 
gras s  s eeds  and alfa lfa  

s eeds . They draw, compare, 
and record the growth of the 

two plants  over time.

In this  les s on, s tudents  will 
rela te the concept of 
a lgorithms  back to everyday 
real-life activities  by planting 
an actual s eed. 

Problem of Practice

FOSS Science Lesson CODE.ORG Lesson



STEM + C Grant

What teacher-level and school-level factors explain the use of CT across the curriculum?

How do computational thinking concepts align with those in elementary core disciplines ? 

How often and in what ways is CT currently being taught in grades K-5?  

Which CT concepts and approaches more strongly correlate with which disciplines?

Research Questions
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Integration & Implementation



Experienced Teachers in New Positions



Little to No Professional Development



Stages of Concern: Pre-Post Survey



Time Teaching CT in Elementary 



Awareness 
is just the first step….

By better understanding how CT concepts and approaches integrate authentically into math, science and other subjects, policymakers 

and district leaders can be more intentional in supporting both teachers and students to develop an understanding of core computing 
skills that will provide a strong foundation for further computer science applications.
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